In the USA the idea of 'sick' buildings has been popularised by the media. 'Sick' buildings are those in which workers report the 'sick' buildings syndrome (SBS [2, 3] . It is argued that 'the term has obviously not improved the understanding of the occurrence of these symptoms' [2] , and that the term 'sick buildings' should also be abandoned because 'to label an entire building as sick or healthy has no scientific foundation' [3] [5] or concentrations of volatile organic compounds [6] have failed to find evidence that these variables are responsible for the SBS. Other studies have found evidence that SBS symptoms correlate with mineral fibres and microbiological contaminants in office dust [7] . I think it is premature, therefore, to abandon the term SBS just as researchers are beginning to find associations with symptoms.
(3) Studies frequently conclude that the SBS is multifactorial. Jdrvolm [2] -------------------------------------------------I
